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The Worcestershire Ceramics Fabric Reference Collection (WFRC; 

https://www.worcestershireceramics.org) has now been long established as a model for 

publishing archaeological ceramics as an on-line resource. This has been due especially to its 

level of description for individual fabrics and the incorporation also of forms (though the 

latter is still work in progress). Recent support from Historic England has enabled the 

addition of medieval forms, and has also led to the formulation of a glossary of terms as the 

basis for the setting of a standard for the characterisation of pottery wares and fabrics. This 

will then form part of the Information Standards in Heritage (FISH) and be MIDAS related, 

as part of the system HERs rely on for systematising archaeological data. It seems that the 

creation of consistent data within a standardised template is finally coming within reach for 

dissemination more widely. One day soon, therefore, the inter-comparability of data should 

be taken for granted, and the ceramic database will become a seamless whole much to the 

advantage of researchers. 

So what comes next? 

There will still be the need for some time to come to plug geographic gaps in the reference 

resources available, given the haphazard way ceramic studies has always occurred. 

There will also the continuing challenges of how to maintain both the standard of the web 

resource data itself, and the perpetuation of the on-line website hosting and currency of its 

platform.  

Is there more to aspire to? 

Whereas a ceramics on-line reference resource would be key to the quality of the data being 

generated, in reality this is only a stepping stone towards the real goal of building knowledge 

and understanding of the past. Traditionally this has consisted of periodically synthesising the 

data by way of assessment, as part of a research framework process. The usefulness of this is 

considerable though, once achieved not without much effort, it does not lend itself easily to 

revision or updating, which can lead to missed opportunities and a subject losing any sense of 

dynamic progress. 

https://www.worcestershireceramics.org/


Ideally these data could be collated into a single place, so that they form the back-drop to any 

interpretation of site history, and, thereby, enable each site to be placed always within a wider 

context. If this was set within a GIS network, then the Past could incrementally emerge as 

finds distribution plots, so that each new project/site would be making an immediate 

contribution to building a more comprehensive picture. The pious homily of the specialist 

claiming to produce data for some future synthesis could then be realised instantly, and the 

value of the site readily assessed. Plainly this would rely on an increased application of GIS, 

and on HERs collecting and collating outputs of these data.  

Worcestershire has now also made this an objective, and so this HER has made a start in this 

direction, though it is acknowledged, once again, that such an approach would need to extend 

beyond the county for its true worth to be achieved. Perhaps the period ceramics groups could 

support such initiatives and develop their own strategic objectives with the HER sector so 

that, in future, the value of both is enhanced. Distribution plots have a long pedigree in 

archaeology, as these data are essentially spatial, and later prehistoric pottery has been no 

exception in this (cf Morris 1983; 1985). 
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Distribution plot of sites with Droitwich salt container (briquetage) with 
predominant regional pottery ware type also indicated where present >100g. 
Data after Morris 1983 and 1985 with some updating (Hurst 2017, fig 12.2) 


